Practice of inventive problem solving. Consulting and training

Training courses in TRIZ for universities
Target Invention offers training in two fields of
knowledge:
Target Invention technologies (with TRIZ)
Laws of technical system evolution and their
practical application
This knowledge is useful to specialists who deal with
innovations: engineers, designers, innovation
managers, etc. Training is offered both to students and
to post-graduates.
Our participation can be as follows:
?
Providing methodical materials on the course
?
Organization of university teacher training
?
Participation in student training (in the practical
part of the training course)

Methodical materials

Teacher training

Training courses are offered in different
forms:

Target Invention can organize
preparation of teachers in the abovementioned fields of knowledge.
University teachers are trained in
solving practical problems and
explained the method details. The
training goal is providing not only the
knowledge of the theoretical material
but also the ability to use the obtained
knowledge in practice.

E-learning
A “paper” textbook and methodical aid for a teacher
A series of training workshops
conducted by Target Invention
trainers
Training courses can be adapted to
students’ specialization: examples and
training tasks are taken from a
respective field.
For the time being, the training courses are
available in English and in Russian. They can be
translated into other languages if necessary.
E-learning can be conducted using the Target
Invention LMS. Training materials can be adapted
to the e-learning format of your university.
We are open to cooperation in publishing joint
textbooks on targeted invention technologies and
technical system evolution forecast.
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Participation
in trainings
for students
and post-graduates
Post-graduate specialists expect
practical use from trainings. The course
effectiveness increases if training is
based on solving the trainees’ own
production problems. The Target
Invention specialists are experienced in
executing invention projects and
conducting courses based on solving
real problems taken from the production
practice of trainees.

T r a i n i n g

E-Learning
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